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Chapter 106
Upon hearing the sound, Zoey Gu and Shiyue looked back at the same time.

Liam Lu stood quietly by the door, his figure almost blending with the night behind him,
silently exuding a horrible feeling of coldness.

The moment his eyes met, Zoey Gu’s heart trembled.

He got it.

He heard it all!

In the next second, he strode towards Zoey Gu.

Knowing that he had caused a disaster, Shiyue hurriedly turned to face Liam Lu’s
direction.

“Liam, you misunderstood, Miss Gu didn’t say…”

Liam Lu didn’t even look at him, and spit out a word coldly.

“roll!”

After he finished speaking, he threw away his jacket and car keys, grabbed Zoey Gu’s
arm and walked upstairs.

“Liam Lu, you…ah!”

Zoey Gu slammed into the handrails of the stairs and stumbled all the way up by the
man. Her knees and elbows were hit repeatedly.

“Liam Lu, you are crazy! Let go…”

The man didn’t notice, he dragged her into the room with a face and slammed the door
with a “bang”.

No lights in the room.

With the light flashing suddenly in the corridor, Zoey Gu could only vaguely see Liam
Lu’s red eyes, and he was thrown onto the bed!



At this moment, Liam Lu was like a beast that was thoroughly angered, and almost all
his anger was put into his actions against Zoey Gu.

There was a sound of torn clothes in the dark.

The man couldn’t suppress the violent gasp.

The sound of untying the belt.

Zoey Gu was trembling all over.

Just listening to the voice, she knew what she would face next.

“Liam Lu, calm down, can you listen to me…”

She got up from the bed with both hands and feet. As soon as she touched the man’s
body with her hands, she was crushed on the bed by the man’s neck!

“Zoey Gu, in your eyes for so many years, I, Liam Lu, is a fool to let you play, right?!”

When the voice fell, she only felt a heavy weight on her body, and the man was caught
off guard and pressed hard over—

“what!”

There was a scream in the darkness.

Zoey Gu straightened his body suddenly, tears streaming down instantly.

Destined to be torture.

How angry and hated Liam Lu was, Zoey Gu suffered thousands of times.

The whole person was in a cold sweat, as if struggling on the mountain of swords, and
was instantly dragged into the hell fire.

Liam Lu lingered at her like crazy, and then gritted his teeth and asked.

“Zoey Gu, have you ever loved me? Have you?!”

Zoey Gu’s tears were not in his hair.

She looked up at the man who was constantly undulating in the light and shadow, her
heart was ashamed, and she smiled coldly.

“Even if I once loved, now, I will never love you again.”



“Liam Lu, the worst thing I have done in my life is to know you!”

The man on his body had a sudden stop.

The two people’s bodies, which were closely attached to each other because of the
intense entanglement, quickly rushed through a biting coldness in an instant.

Liam Lu stood up abruptly and left, clasping her wrist with his big hand and tore her off
the bed.

“roll!”

I don’t know if it is too intense love-things or anger, the man’s intense gasps are
particularly clear in the dark, with gritted teeth in between.

Zoey Gu felt pain all over, especially in the center of his legs that had been severely
raged.

But she was still blushing, gritted her teeth and got up from the floor, walking barefoot
through the darkness towards the cloakroom.

He was right.

At this point, she should get out…
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